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In 1966, Ashoka Madgarkar read a paper to the Indian Mountaineering
Federation, entitled 'After Everest- The Future ofIndian Mountaineering.' He
made a plea to the Indian government to open up the restricted areas; he said that
India should welcome foreign mountaineers and try and emulate their style of
climbing, referring to comparatively lightweight, private expeditions climbing to
a high standard. He seemed to deplore the cumbersome, hierarchical nature of
Indian expeditions and had strong words to say about government and army
support: 'The present pernicious and utterly demeaning system of subsidised
expeditions must be condemned and abandoned ... .' Envisaging a school of
climbing more like that of the Alps, he went on to recommend training an elite of
mountain guides and suggested huts along the lines of those in the Alps. He saw
the Indian Himalaya as an area of huge potential for modest expeditions to be
enjoyed by both Indian and foreign climbing parties.

Seventeen years on, it is interesting to see whether any of this has happened.
Everest certainly did not bring an end to Indian interest in mountaineering.
Every year we read ofsuccesses, most notably the first ascents ofShivling (1974),
Sickle Moon (1975) and, in 1977, an event that went almost unnoticed in Europe
- the second ascent of Kanchenjunga by the long, difficult route up the East
spur from Sikkim, which Paul Bauer's expeditions so nearly climbed in the 1930s.
However, Indian mountaineering is still almost entirely the preserve of the
military and it is not uncommon for medals, promotion or cash rewards to result
from successful summit bids. The 'demeaning system of subsidised expeditions'
appears not to have been abandoned, but we in Britain have little to be
complacent about - we are spared the humiliation of medals, but generous
grants from the MEF and BMC, funded by commerce and taxpayers' money
respectively, are not so different from Indian 'subsidies.'

India is still very concerned about her northern and western borders, but many
once restricted areas have now been opened. In Kashmir the bleak landscape of
Ladakh and Zanskar is now among the world's top tourist spots and Boeings fly
to Leh twice a week. Many of the Zanskar peaks have been climbed. The more
northerly Ladakh range, an extension of the Karakoram, has hardly been visited
by Westerners and the dominating peak, Saser Kangri, has recently been the
preserve of! ndian expeditions. To the south ofZanskar, the Kishtwar region was
never prohibited yet there appear to have been no noteworthy visits between
Fritz Kolb's 1947 exploration and Charles Clarke's attempts on Brammah I at
the beginning of the Seventies. It remained for Bonington and Estcourt to
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complete the route in 1974 - the first ascent of a major peak in this area.
Thereafter Kishtwar was very much in vogue, but it was the re-opening of
Garhwal which attracted most attention. First the Nanda Devi area and then the
Gangotri Glacier, further west, received floods ofvisitors.

Trekkers are now free to visit most parts of the Indian Himalaya when and as
they please. Climbers are less fortunate: since Independence, foreign expeditions
have been obliged to pay royalty fees for specific, named peaks and have been
accompanied by liaison officers. Now, to keep pace with inflation and perhaps to

help finance the IMF's grandiose new headquarters in Delhi, fees have been
raised and a 6000m peak cost over £300 in 1983.

On our way home last year we talked to Major Aliwaliah, of Everest fame. He
was hospitable and interested in hearing about our trip to Kishtwar. We came
round to the subject of high royalty fees. He suggested that it was one way of
discouraging excessive floods ofclimbers. India is well aware ofher conservation
problem and, although most ecological damage is usually caused by rising local
populations, foreign expeditions do have some effect. India does not want to be
faced with a similar ecological problem to Nepal's. Unfortunately high peak fees
do not solve any problem. Astronomical fees in Pakistan have done nothing to
deter expeditions; there are always people from rich Western countries who will
find the money; high fees are an incentive to raise large expeditions and it is large
expeditions which are most likely to cause damage. In any case the bulk offoreign
traffic consists of trekkers, who do not pay fees, and no attempt is made to restrict
their movements.

Fears over conservation led recently to the closing of the Nanda Devi
Sanctuary only five years after it had been re-opened. Many climbers were
naturally annoyed, taking the view that wherever in the world there happens to
be a piece ofland rising to an angle ofmore than 45°, we have some kind ofDivine
Right to do whatever we like on that piece ofland. To me, the idea ofa temporary
ban on an area seems perfectly reasonable; there are thousands of other valleys
and peaks in the Himalayas to be visited while the sanctuary recovers.

Apart from its outstanding beauty and its great ring of granite peaks, the
sanctuary is of course notable for containing anda Devi, the highest peak in
India. It had not been climbed for years. Then in 1974 an Anglo-Indian team
made the first ascent ofnearby Changabang. Garhwal was on the map again and
Doug Scott brought back some superb photos of Nanda Devi itself. H. Adams
Carter, who had been on the first ascent in 1936, returned 40 years later as leader
of a large American team on a new route up the NW face and N ridge. It was a
difficult route, put up with the support of fixed ropes. I remember the impression
the mountain made on me when, one evening at the Alpine Club in 1978, Terry
King concluded a lecture with a picture of Nanda Devi's huge and spectacular N
face, announcing that he and 'Matey' were going to attempt it the following
autumn. In spite of being hampered by the worst monsoon for many years, they
made a bold attempt on the extravagantly mushroomed snow spur which leads to
the very steep headwall of the main summit. After sev~ral days hard climbing
they retreated. Few Alpine-style attempts on difficult 3000m faces at high
altitude have yet succeeded. In the case of Nanda Devi, the face later succumbed
to a 12 man team from Czechoslovakia.
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Nanda Devi is not the only mountain in Garhwal, and it is the lower peaks here
which have been the real forcing ground for a new style ofHimalayan climbing.
Joe Tasker and Dick Renshaw pointed the way in 1975 with the magnificent SE
ridge ofDunagiri (7066m). The climb quite rightly received much acclaim; but,
as they leapt enthusiastically onto the Alpine-style bandwaggon, commentators
tended to ignore the fact that the two only just got back down alive. Then there
was Changabang W Wall, where judicious use of fixed ropes gave Tasker and
Boardman a degree ofsafety on this revolutionary climb. Changabang stayed in
the limelight: in 1978 an Anglo-Polish team went a step further, putting them
selves in a position, high on the smooth S face, where the only way offwas over the
top. Their eight day ascent was a very bold (some might say foolhardy)
achievement.

Mountaineers are notoriously fashion conscious and in India it is now the
Gangotri Glacier which is fashionable. As elsewhere in India, British climbers
seem to have been particularly prominent. Gangotri's prize exhibit, Shivling,
provided an Anglo-French team with a superb route up the E ridge of the main
summit in 1981. The formidable NE and NW faces have since been attempted by
British and French teams. Other tempting granite peaks abound. AlIen Fyffe's
and Bob Barton's brilliant route on the SW pillar ofBagirathi III was recorded in
last year's AJ. This peak, like several others in the area has a band of black shale
capping the granite. It was while descending similar loose rock on Bagirathi Il,
last summer, that Charlie Heard was tragically killed. He and three others were
on their way down from the summit, after successfully completing a new route.

Gangotri IS 'in'. Kulu, these days, is very much 'out of vogue'. In 1962 the
Japanese made the first ascent of Indrasan (622Im). In 1967 Bob Pettigrew's
expedition made the first ascent ofPasura (Peak of Evil). Pettigrew visited the
area several times during the sixties, meticulously recording in the Himalayan
Journal his explorations of the peaks round the Malana, Tos and Parbati glaciers.
A glance at the photos reveals numerous tempting routes on peaks which are
mostly around 6000m. Kulu is on the S Side of the Himalaya and receives its fair
share of precipitation. On the far, N side of the Rhotang pass lies Lahul. Fritz
Kolb, exploring the area during the monsoon months of 1939, recorded seeing
great masses of cloud sitting over the Kulu range, while the sky remained clear
over Lahul. His team made good use of the reasonable weather, making first
ascents ofseveral peaks, including Mulkila (6517m). On the way down the team
parted. The British members went home; the Austrians, however, had become
enemies of the British Empire and were interned for the next five years.

To the northeast ofKulu lies Spiti, an arid area of barely explored mountains,
close to the Chinese border. It remains closed to foreigners.

After the war, Fritz Kolb remained in India for two years, working as a
schoolteacher. In 1947 he fitted in one more Himalayan expedition. This second
trip, along with the Lahul trip, is charmingly described in 'Himalayan Venture.'
Armed with some very tatty boots, minimal climbing gear and some very basic
food rations, he and his companion carried out a remarkable exploration of the
Eastern Kishtwar. They went in search of a hidden high peak. When they
eventually found it they named it Sickle Moon, on account of a prominent
crescent shaped snow saddle on the summit ridge. The double peak of Nun Kun,
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further north and now climbed with tedious frequency, is the highest in the
Kishtwar region. Sickle Moon, at 6575m, is lower but much more imposing. Kolb
tried to approach the mountain from the East and it was only much later that the
more logical western approach was explored. They were severely limited for time
and, as consolation for failing to attempt Sickle Moon or another possibility,
Agyasol, they made an incredibly fast round trip up the Darlang Nullah, over the
Poat La and another pass to Zanskar and back across the better known Umasi
La, an ancient trade route still used by traders and, in the last few years oy
increasing numbers oftrekkers.

There are still numerous virgin peaks in Kishtwar. Those that have been
climbed have nearly all proved to be tough climbs. After leaving the lush cedar
fOl'est of the valleys, one is usually confronted with a steep, jagged mountain,
offering no obvious easy line, and often guarded by a chaotic glacier. Brammah I
was only climbed on the third attempt. With Brammah 2 the main problem was
finding the bottom of the mountain., ot knowing that aJapanese team hadjust
that year climbed the peak, Rob Collister and party explored the approaches in
1975, but lacked the time, weather and supplies to make an attempt. During their
travels they fought their way up the Kijai Nullah, a deep, heavily forested cleft
running into the Chenab from the north. In this gorge there is no accommodating
mule track and movement is difficult and dangerous. In 1979 two Polish climbers
disappeared without trace in the same nullah. Two years later their compatriots
used the same approach to make the first ascent of Arjuna South, by a difficult
technical route. Further north the more accommodating Brammah and Prul
glaciers give access to numerous attractive peaks.

The eastern part of the range, known locally as Padar, is less well known.
Sheffield climbers attempted Barnaj 2 in 1977, but were defeated by atrocious
weather. They returned in the autumn of 1979 when the weather was slightly
better, and reached the S summit. In 1978 another British team had been in the
same valley climbing some of the smaller peaks. One member of the team,
Lindsay Griffin, also soloed some rock aiguilles in the adjoining Chiring Nullah.
Between the Chiring Nullah and the Umasi Nullah is the Hagshu Nullah,
dominated by two spectacular peaks - Chiring - a 6 lOOm peak reminiscent of
the Matterhorn - and Point c. 6300m, unofficially known as Hagshu Peak. Both
were attempted by the British Padar Expedition 1980. It was while returning
down this Nullah, in 1979, after failing to find the disused Hagshu La, that I had
my first good view ofa mountain across on the south side ofthe main valley, called
Shivling (c. 6000m). (This peak is not to be confused with the Shivling in
Garhwal. Several mountains in India bear this Hindu name). I was immediately
attracted by the tremendous N face of this virgin peak, but it was not.until 1983
that I returned, with Dick Renshaw, to attempt it. It was an extremely enjoyable
climb and part ofour expedition report, reprinted elsewhere in this issue, might
give some idea of the climbs which are still waiting to be done all over the Indian
Himalaya, .
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